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A House All My Own 

Not a flat. Not an apartment in Chicago. Not a roommate’s pad. Not my parents’. 

A house of my own. With my patio and my television, my outstanding art collection. My 

lyrics and my novels. My two dogs resting beside the bed. No one to shout a threat at. 

Nobody’s mistakes to take blame for. 

Only a house sweet as spring, a world for myself to go, clear as sky before the 

storm. 

 

A Car All My Own 

Not a hooptie. Not the ancient in back. Not my parents’. A car of my own. With 

my stereo and my music, my exotic bright decorations. My ladies and my homies. My 

two dogs waiting beside the ride. Nobody to beg and plead with. Nobody’s garbage to 

pick up after. 

Only a car fast as lightning, a kingdom for myself to go, powerful as bombs 

before the boom. 

 

 

Unique – My Name 

 In English it has no meaning. In the dictionary it is defined as: a double star in 

Centaurus, the brightest star in the constellation, 4.4 light years from earth. It means 

coolness, it means patience. It is like the future. A space colony. Space travel and the 

entire universe at man’s fingertips. Hundreds of thousands, maybe millions, of people 

will own my name. Not now of course and not even in the near future. When I’m gone 

and forgotten along with my children, grandchildren, and many more of my decedents the 

name will grow. It will be popular. 

It was not any great ancestor’s name but now it is mine. He would’ve been a 

gifted warrior, born like me in the Chinese year of the rat – which is supposed to be the 

sign of the sneak. 

The great ancestor. I would’ve liked to have known him, a wild bear of a man, so 

wild he wouldn’t die. Until fate’s perfect assassin threw a cloak over his head and took 

his soul. Just like that, as if he were a mere man. That’s the way fate would’ve done it. 

Not me. I have inherited no name. My name is my own, completely unique. No 

one in the world has it. I’m no Bob, James, nor Kenneth – Ken for short. At school, true, 

people say it as if the syllables pierced their unholy tongue. My name is unique and I love 

it. I am unique because of it. What do you think when you hear it? Centauri! Unique. 


